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Mission Statement

People for India is a nonprofit organization that works for the betterment of the society and contribute for the
development of India.
Every one dies but only few leave foot prints, but let us build many who can leave foot prints.
The organization runs on four pillars.
•

Service

•

Prepare Youth for Society

•

Imbibe values in people

•

Support infrastructure
MISSION EXPLAINED

Service:
Stand to serve through many opportunities joining PFI or following PFI to support other three pillars. Small
acts when multiplied by millions of people can transform the world. Small act would be to introduce Youth
leadership to a school/college, Practice and teach a value, reward an infrastructural facility to the society or
Teach your talent to raise funds for PFI.
We make future by what we give, be the reason to build a strong society and let us join together today to
create a fabulous tomorrow.

Prepare Youth for the Society:
PFI understands that the nation’s growth is in the hands of leaders and youth. Leader is the one who
influences, enlists the aid and support of people for the accomplishment of a common extra ordinary task.
Youth is one of the, if not the most important factor in the leadership race. The nation with more youth is
proved to develop more. If we can research potential the factors that can develop our nation and guide
emerging leaders with the support of experienced professionals, we can flag our country as “Developed
Country”. “Everyone take birth and die, but a few leave foot prints. Let us shape the future of India to have
many, who can leave foot prints. Agreed! That the task is big, but when big plans can be split up into small
steps and take a step right away in the form of small projects, we will be there on some day. PFI achieves one
of its missions through Youth Leadership Program.

Imbibe values:
The revolution of our generation is discovery that, human beings by changing their inner attitudes of their
mind can change outer aspects of life. Albert Einstein says “Try not to be a man of success but try to be a man
of values”. People hand in hand with unity, with respect for each other, with attitude of selflessness, with selfdisciplined to society, with a motive of social service…. when we walk together on ideals, then there will be
true progress of the nation. PFI has devised methods for good practice of values by the people and for the
people.

Support Infrastructure
Infrastructure builds the society, connects the people and is a sign of development. This shall help needy and
help transform the society for the future. Without infrastructure we cannot fight hunger and instill values in
people.

Introducing PFI Team
Suraj Pabbathi, Founder and President.
After travelling through different countries,
learning differenttraditions and cultures, wanted
to do something for human kind, chosen to
contribute towards Youth Leadership program
and build society based on values.
“Many of us take birth and die, but only few
leave foot prints, let us build many who can
leave foot prints.”

Aravind Garrepally, Central Secretary
Very hard worker, dedicated and instrumental in
building the foot print for PFI in India, helped to reach
many schools and realized numerous projects.
PFI is very lucky to have this person.

Lakshmi Narayana Ragipindi, Secretary
A man with kind heart, stands in front with kind
donations and key person in building PFI
MindTree Math club, a fundraiser for helping the
schools and villages in India.

Manohar Jakkula, Math Teacher
A beautiful mind, intelligent and
Traditional person who believes in contributing to
People For India as it addresses at the foundation
level. Dedicated and friendly teacher helping the
students understand Math and raise funds for the
projects of PFI.

Shiva Pabbathi, Math Teacher
Youngest of PFI Family, budding teacher wanted to
help people of India and at the same imparting
education in math @ USA to aspiring kids.

Madhavi Lata Vemula,
Lead With Values, Manager.
Instrumental in adding the life to words, helping
the emotions to reach people and kindle the
spirit in hearts for contributing towards building
a good society based on values with true
leadership.

Sravan Avuladoddi,
PFI Spark associate
Kind at heart, Sensible and results oriented. He is
resourceful and capable of doing many things to work.
He is a selfless team player.

Hima Bindu Pabbathi
Piano Teacher
Fundraiser, USA
A software engineer by profession working
five days a week. Needless to say, being a
woman she is a home maker too. In spite of
staying busy throughout the week.
Mrs Pabbathi takes her valuable time out
during the weekends in conducting piano
classes in USA. She constantly inspires
children by sharing her talent with them.
She has been a great support since the
inception of PFI.

Sunita Ramnani

Violin Teacher
Fundraiser, USA

Shiva Chakilam
Procurement Manager, USA

Parvathi Rongali
Promotions Manager, USA
She is instrumental in promoting the organization to
raise funds by introducing PFI to companies in USA.

Ravi Devisetti

Liasion Officer
Fundraiser, USA
Senior Executive Vice President, Experian (a
consumer credit reporting agency that collects
and aggregates information on over one billion
people and businesses).
He is the Sponsor of Robotics Program for all
schools in Telangana.
He created a medium where PFI can work and
collaborate with other non-profits that has
similar goals.
The organizations that we collaborate are
1. PURE
2. DNF NRI Khammam

First Pillar - Service

Stand to serve through many opportunities joining PFI or following PFI to support other three pillars. Small
acts when multiplied by millions of people can transform the world. Small act would be to introduce Youth
leadership to a school/college, Practice and teach a value, reward an infrastructural facility to the society or
Teach your talent to raise funds for PFI.

Service Matrix
Following Matrix shows how our organization is evolved with roles, and each role is taken by different selfless
individuals working for the success of the organization. The idea of this matrix is to give the opportunity for
the people to serve the human community by accepting the role and work for achieving the goal of the
individual roles. Also one can see some of the individuals are overloaded, when new people come forward we
can relieve the overloaded individuals based on the availability of the role upon mutual acceptance.
Youth Leadership
Service Leader

Leader

Management

Values Leader
1. Suraj P

1. Suraj P
2. Aravind G

Human Resources
1. Suraj P

Managing the

Elocution Competitions

Music

practices

Suraj P

Math

1. Suraj P
2. Aravind G

Lead With Values
1. Shiva P
2. Madhavi V
3. Aravind G

Spark

1. Suraj P
2. Manohar J
3. Narayana R
Promotions

1. Parvathi R
2. Suraj P
3. Aravind G
Website
1. Suraj P
2. Aravind G
Sponsor a school
1. Suraj P
2. Sheetal K
Procurement
1. Shiva C

1. Suraj P

Values Writer

2. Sravan A
Robotics

1. Suraj P
2. Aravind G
3. Ravi D

Rally Leader
1. Aravind G

2. Suraj P
Liaison
1. Ravi D
Music Teacher

Math Teacher

1. Suraj P

1. Suraj P

Teaching your

2. Hima Bindu P

2. Manohar J

talent

3. Shiva P

3. Shiva P

4. Swant P

4. Swant U

5. Sunita P

5. Narayana R

Robotics Teacher
1. Aravind G

Guest Lecturer

Guide Teacher

(Many)

(Many)

PFI Tools

Article Writers
Introduce to Companies
Promotions
1. Parvathi R

1. Suraj P

Videos

2. Madhavi V
3. Aravind G

Find Donors or Raise Money
1. Suraj P
2. Parvathi R

Organize Speeches in

Public Relation Teacher

3. Hima Bindu P

gatherings

(Many)

4. Sheetal K
5. Ravi D
Introduce Members
1. Suraj P
2. Hima Bindu P
Area Chairmen
1. Nagarjuna P
2. Govardhan Reddy
Chairmen

3. Mahendar Reddy
4. Suresh G

Zonal Chairmen
1) Krishna
2) Ramulu

5. Srinivas
6. Premdas
Youth Leadership
Website
1. Suraj P

Elocution Competitions
1. Aravind G

Lead With Values
1. Aravind G

2. Hima Bindu P
Sponsors
1. Parvathi R

2. Suraj P

Swar Music Academy – The Fund Raiser in USA

Swar Music Academy, started by PFI Founder Suraj Pabbathi. Although the purpose of its existence is to
support PFI activities, it has been successful in providing quality education in music to many music lovers.
Since its inception in 2010, it has been
stretching its support by raising funds
for most of the projects undertaken by
PFI. The selfless karma raising the
funds through music is pure and for
selfless deeds is purest.
The organization has till date provided
training in playing various instruments
including Guitar, Piano and Violin to
around 50 students with an age range
of 6 - 50.
We thank the contributors who also
joined our music program to raise funds.
➢
➢
➢
➢

Suraj Pabbathi, Guitar Teacher
Sunita Ramnani, Violin Teacher
Swant Upadhyay, Guitar Teacher
Shiva Pabbathi, Clarinet and
Guitar Teacher.
➢ Hima Bindu Pabbathi, Piano
Teacher.
Hima Bindu Pabbathi, Piano Teacher

Music is divine and the soul that can be heard by
universe. Where words fail, music speaks. All the
families associated with Swar learning music feel the
same and continuing their passion, expressing their
spirit through performances.
They learn Western, Bollywood, Carnatic music and
patriotic music.

Suraj Pabbathi teaching guitar to Bhuvan Rongali
and Nikhita Ravi.

Suraj Pabbathi teaching guitar to Ahish and Prisha
Konduru.

Sunita Ramnani teaching violin to Ansh and Prapti.

Math Club – Fund Raiser
USA
Math Club, also started by Suraj Pabbathi, the founder of PFI, is yet another fund raising program that started
in the year 2015. The team conducts classes to the
students aspiring success in various competitive
exams. It has been constantly rising over the
period and all the funds raised by the Math Club
have been utilized for developing infrastructure of
villages in India.
The program is so inspiring that it has encouraged
a kid as young as 14, name Siva Pabbathi, in
stepping forward and taking responsibility to be a
part of the teaching panel. We applaud Siva for
the interest he has shown in extending his
knowledge to his fellow kids.

Shiva Pabbathi, Math Teacher

Let’s hope he continues to stay inspired and inspire others!
The most important thing we can do is inspire young minds and advance the kind of science, math and
technology education that will help youngsters take us to another revolution.
We understand the dedication of the teachers and their contribution, that shall be remembered as a kind
deed for the human society helping in India.
Funds raised are utilized for conducting Youth
Leadship Program and donating infrastructure for various
schools in India.
They inspire and sate that our inner strenghts, experiences
and truths cannot be lost, destroyed, or taken away. Every
person has an inborn worth and can contribute to the
human community. We all can treat one anohter with
dignity and respect, provide opportunities to grow towards
our fullest lives and help one anohter discover and develop
our unique gifts. We each of us deserve this and we all can
extend it to others.
Lakshmi Narayana Ragipindi, Admin and Math Teacher

Manohar Jakkula- Math teacher rising funds in USA

Shiva Pabbathi – 14 years old, teaching Math rising
funds in USA

Season 2 Students learning Math in USA

Season 4 Students learning Math in USA

Area meet at ZPHS Jalalpur, ZPHS Sadashivanagar and ZPHS Gidda
Individual commitment to a group effort – that is what makes a team work, a company work, a society work, a
civilization work!!!
PFI is supporting around 450 schools covering 16 areas. Each area is being represented by one individual
called ‘Area Chairman’. The area chairman takes accountability for all those schools that fall under the vicinity
of that area.
Area Chairman Portfolio:
Lead the area to oversee the execution of the PFI programs. He/she should not only be able to stand as a role
model but also inspire the neighboring schools to actively plan and execute the projects suggested by PFI.
Duties of Area Chairman:
•

Host the quarterly gathering of guide teachers/headmasters of the schools in the area

•

Spread the program ‘Lead with Values’ and elocution competitions

•

Take details of how the classes are conducted in the area

•

Give awards to guide teachers which are sponsored by PFI

One such quarterly area meet had been held at ZPHS Jalalpur which was led by MrNagarjuna. The program
was a huge success with attendance of headmasters and guide teachers from the all the schools of that area.
Discussions about the future projects and execution plans with associated rewards were made. The attendees
were all quite enthusiastic and were looking forward to implementing the outlined programs at their
respective schools.
PFI believes that the meetings are crucial because the participants realize their importance. Like a team
leader, the area chairman can motivate the neighboring school head masters how their tasks contribute to the
overall goal. When tasks and goals are clear, we gain interest and encouragement to work because we realize
the importance of the actual purpose. PFI has always emphasized on the importance of quarterly meetings
where issues and solutions can be addressed that affect the planning and productivity.
PFI looks forward for many such meetings to happen and wish all the schools the very best for all the future
projects.

Area meet at ZPHS Jalalpur:

Area meet at ZPHS Sadashivanagar:

Area meet at ZPHS Gidda:

Second Pillar – Youth Leadership Program

There are some important qualities that we need teach the young to inherit to take the pride of the society
forward and there are many.
Patience

Proactive

Visionary

Honesty

Making a difference Responsibility

Corrupt free

Teamwork

Self-discipline

Wisdom

Statewide Elocution competitions
ENCOURAGE SPEAKER IN YOUTH A POWER OF CHANCE- Telangana and Andhra Pradesh
One of the important leadership qualities is how best you can address the
public? This shall help the leader to communicate with large audience and be
successful to bring in the change that is intended for. People elect their leaders
who express themselves clearly and confidently, and are persuasive and
comfortable communicating with a wide range of people.
We give variety of topics for the students, so they can do some homework, prepare for the speech. We have
noticed the difference in every year, they are getting better and better. Sometimes it is surprising us how good
they speak using good language, voice variety and able to enact with stories.
Every year during Republic and Independence day, we
conduct elocution competitions in school and colleges.
For the winners in the school competitions, we invite
them to finals and conduct statewide elocution
competition. Since its inception, PFI has conducted
Statewide elocution competition 2 times across schools
in Telangana/Andhra Pradesh and marching towards
more to come.
PFI believes the purpose of freedom of speech is to
allow a verbal outlet in the marketplace of ideas.

Leaders need communication skills to sell their ideas and could build the self-image by brushing up their
speaking skills by delivering
✓ An inspiring Speech
✓ Entertaining Speech

✓ Quality debate
✓ Persuasive Speech

We have saved pictures of all the winners on our website using the link
https://www.peopleforindia.org/elocution/
We have conducted speech competitions in various schools / Colleges across Telangana and the grid shows
our progress; Youth can be poor or rich; it does not matter, but attitude matters.
Some of the topics are
a. Leave the earth clean for our next generations, it should be every one's responsibility
b. Religion should show the direction but not make us blind
c. India nutrition problem
d. Artificial Intelligence is a benefit or hindrance to human?
e. Effect of media on society
f.

How to eradicate corruption from your society

g. If you believe in yourself anything is possible
h. How to harness technology for Social Good
i.

We are all interconnected, one's action will affect others

j.

Follow a value you build society

k. Fitness - Wake up with Determination to exercise, go to bed with Satisfaction
l.

Education is the powerful weapon where you can change the world

m. Who will be successful? Rich or Poor?
n. Life begins where fear ends

Rajapet ZPHS Nemila
1st prize. M.swetha Xth class

Ramareddy ZPHS REDDYPET

Elocution Competitions in ZPHS Chinnakoduru

Using Visual Aids by students competing in ZPHS Madgul

Elocution Competitions in B.RAMARAM

Winner being awarded at Kalwakurty ZPHS
RAGHUPATHIPETA

Takshashila High School, L B Nagar

Domakonda ZPHS Muthyampet

Teach Your Talent Robotics
By ZPHS Bibipet (Boys)
With access and opportunity, kids from
remote areas can really shine!

It is not important to introduce a technology for youth to pick up but it is important to teach them
what they are capable of? That is not only digesting a technology, but it is to impart the education to
fellow students. We are all interconnected, one can influence other livings.
Children studying in remote areas, rarely get exposed to concepts like robotics or rockets. While the
rest of the world lived on internet, these students had little or no access to even computers.
A story of Robotics – A practice introduced by PFI.
There are three people behind this initiative.
Suraj Pabbathi picked up this new technology from KHEL
creativity club in USA. He joined his son Abhiram in the
club and learn Robotics. Suraj found the potential of
introducing this to Students of India, where once
students when learn can impart this education to fellow
students. Suraj trained Aravind over phone and skype
videos.
Aravind Garrepally took interest learning EV3 Mindstorm
Robotic set and expressed enthusiasm in training
students in remote schools of Telangana. PFI donated a
set to ZPHS Bibipet. Arundathi, a teacher from Bibipet
selected few students who can not only learn but can
also impart to fellow students. This is one of the way to
prepare future leaders.

Our students (Telugu language)have gave their first performance at ZPHS(G) Bibipet. And our E/M
students gave at KGBV-Malkapur.
In a move to inculcate scientific temper among students and keep them abreast with the happenings
in the world of artificial intelligence, PFI is on a
mission to introduce ‘Robotics’ to schools in
rural areas. Thanks to Mr Aravind Garrepally,
Vice president of PFI, with the help of whom
PFI has facilitated the introduction of robotic
education since 2016 and has successfully
implemented the training in selected schools.
Students of government schools from rural
areas are now able to experience this
technology and get hands on experience. This
will help children develop their skills on
robotics and artificial intelligence from an early age.
ZPHS (Boys) Bibipet is one of the few schools to grab this opportunity via PFI. The students are
overwhelmed to be trained in this field as this is a dream
come true to them. Suraj has this vision while founding
this organization in the year 2010 and his dream came true
after 8 years. This a true achievement and success find its
way to do more for the society.
The basic course curriculum included:
•

Build a robot

•

Download the pre-built program into robot

•

Program the robot

The idea of introducing robotics at rural levels was so
influencing that it not only inspired private firms in
USA but also kids as young as 9 years old to donate robots for the benefit of the needy. PFI has
promised to give away robots free of charge to the schools who are willing to take up the program
as a part of their curriculum.
Impressed by the leadership exhibited by the students of ZPHS Bibipet, Ravi Devisetti, Senior Vice
President of Experian is willing to sponsor this program through People For India. We thank from
bottom of our heart for standing for the cause. His kind deed shall be remembered by future
citizens of India. This exemplary support can bring in more leaders.

Robotics at ZPHS Bibipet (Boys)
With access and opportunity, kids from remote areas can really shine!
Children studying in remote areas, rarely get exposed to concepts like robotics or rockets. While the rest of
the world lived on internet, these students had little or no access to even computers.

In a move to inculcate scientific temper among students and keep them abreast with the happenings in the
world of artificial intelligence, PFI is on a mission to introduce ‘Robotics’ to schools in rural areas. Thanks to
MrAravind Garrepally, Vice
president of PFI, with the help
whom PFI has facilitated the
introduction of robotic
education since 2016 and has
successfully implemented the
training in selected schools.
Students of government
schools from rural areas are
now able to experience this
technology and get hands on
experience. This will help
children develop their skills on
robotics and artificial
intelligence from an early age.

of

ZPHS (Boys) Bibipet is one of the few
schools to grab this opportunity via
PFI.The students are overwhelmed to
be trained in this field as this is a
dream come true to them. The basic
course curriculum included:
•

Build a robot

•

Download the pre-built program into
robot

•

Program the robot
The idea of introducing robotics at
rural levels was so influencing that it
not only inspired private firms in USA
but also kids as young as 9 years old to

donate robots for the benefit of the needy. PFI has promised to give away robots free of charge to the schools
who are willing to take up the program as a part of their curriculum.
Robotics Class At the Schools
1) ZPHS Boys Bibipet
2) ZPHS Girls Bibipet
3) ZPHS Boys Domakond
4) ZPHS Girls Domkonda
5) ZPHS PG Domakonda
6) KGBV Domakonda
7) KGBV Bibipet

Third Pillar – Practice Values through Lead With Values Program

A school program where Attitude matters -- A better generation evolves…
This book contains syllabus that shall focus on teaching Leadership Qualities and inspire them narrating Stories
of Great Leaders, Practice Values, Learn Public Speaking.
This book illustrates the program “Lead with Values” where it teaches Youth leadership program by covering
the following
➢ Stories of Great Leaders
➢ Characters of a Leader

➢ Public speaking
➢ Practice Values

Also provides youth opportunities
➢ To think about the society
➢ To Raise Funds
➢ Give back to society
➢ To listen to successful people in the society
➢ Do something for the society through
outdoor activities
We have introduced the syllabus in around 450 schools and these schools fall in
➢
➢
➢
➢

➢ Alair
➢ Athmakur
➢ B Ramaram

➢ Domakonda
➢ Hyderabad
➢ Kataram

Bhongir
Bibinagar
Choutuppal
Chegunta

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Kalwakurthy
Kodad
Khammam
Madgul
Mahaboob Nagar
MOTAKONDUR
MOTHKUR
M'T""HURKAPALLY
NARAYANAPUR
POCHAMPALLY
RAMANNAPETA
Rajapet
Ramareddy
Sadashivanagar
Sidipet
VALIGONDA
YADAGIRIGUTTA
Wanaparthi
Warangal

Good Citizen Values: This shall teach the importance of being involved in our democracy and how to be
effective citizens. “Ask not what your country can do for you; ask what you can do for your country”.
Keeping a democracy strong requires the assistance of each of its citizens.
Some of you may like to be judges, teachers, law enforcement and military personnel to keep the country
strong. There are many actions that can be defined to be a good citizen.

LV Program – Diet and Hygiene Program in ZPHS Boys Kodad
As a part of Lead With Values program, pediatrician Srinivas Reddy was invited as a guest lecturer to explain
the importance of healthy diet.
This activity is conducted under the banner
People For India and Headmaster of the
school has presided the activity. Days and
years will pass by and time will not stop for
need to find out what should we bring the
changes. One possible change is to maintain
healthy body. A healthy mind resides in
healthy body is main essence of this
program.

of

us,

Food has Proteins, Carbohydrates, Fats,
Minerals and Vitamins that should be well
planned and consumed to maintain BMI, weight
to height ratio. It is very important for us to
have proteins because it shall help the growth
until the age of 16 to 17 years. Vegetarians can
find proteins in pulses and Non-Vegetarians can
find from mutton and fish. It would be nice if we
consume an egg a day. Carbohydrates is like fuel
to the body without we will be unable to carry
daily activities.

There are variety of Guest Lectures that can be given by various successful people
• Social workers, Sports Persons, Political Leaders, Bureaucrats like IAS, IPS Officers.
• Subject matter experts those may have completed Ph. D., Research Scientists.
• Entrepreneur like industrialists, businessmen.
Engage guest lectures in different disciplines not only restricting ourselves to Social activities. We need to encourage all
round development in youth career.

There are 3 phases in conducting Guest Lecture:
1. Identify a Guest lecture:
2. Interview the Guest lecture
3. Engage the Guest lecture:

Lead with Values at ZPHS Irwin
Every student on the planet knows what they do, some know how they do it, but very few know
why they do what they do!
A student can be visualized as a future leader only when he/she knows what they value. They also
recognize the importance of ethical behavior. The best leaders exhibit both their core values and
their ethics in their leadership style and actions.
PFI has designed a book which illustrates the program ‘Lead with Values’ where it teaches youth
leadership program by covering the following:
• Stories of great leaders
• Public speaking
• Characters of a leader
• Practice values
The book also provides youth opportunities such as:
• To think about the society
• To raise funds
• Give back to society
• To listen to successful people in
the society
• Do something for the society
through outdoor activities
One of the many schools that adopted this concept in the current year is ZPHS Irwin,
Mahbubnagar, Madgul Mandal. The school management is quite pleased to have introduced the
book to their students. They believe that the information given in the book will play a major role in
transforming the students to become future leaders.

Plastic Pollution – Skit and Rally by ZPHS Padmajiwadi
Protecting our planet from plastic waste
Don’t laminate the earth!
Plastic in any form or of any quality is harmful to earth. Considering plastic lurks in every nook and corner of
our lives, banishing it completely seems unrealistic and impractical. But we can start with more awareness
about the little ways with which we can reduce our exposure to plastic.
PFI believes that education and knowledge are key to combat plastic pollution. Through the book ‘Lead with
Values’, PFI is trying it’s best to combat the issue of plastic hitches. PFI appeals to all the schools to come up
with rallies/skits/lectures to spread awareness in this matter.

Plastic Awareness Rally
As part of the ‘Lead with Values’ program, the
students of ZPHS Padmajiwadi carried out an
awareness rally to spread the message of the
plastic ban. The students also carried placards
with innovative slogans discouraging the use of
plastic bags.

Plastic Awareness Skit
To further reinforce the children’s awareness of the harmful effects of the plastic bags to the environment, the
children from ZPHS Padmajiwadi performed a skit to raise the awareness on how to reduce, reuse and recycle
plastic bags.Children obviously had fun performing
the skit and the best part is that they truly
understand that their actions ARE making a
difference. The drama was concluded by shouting
out powerful and catchy slogans.

You too can make a difference and dramatically help reduce the amount of plastic which ends up in our
oceans and in our food supply by simply making a stand and trying to get your family off the dependency we
all have to single-use plastic bags.

Ekta Diwas Pledge at ZPHS ReddypetTanda
Pledge on Rashtriya Ekta Diwas (National Unity Day) to foster and reinforce our dedication to preserve and
strengthen unity, integrity and security of our nation on the Birth Anniversary of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel

On the occasion of 143rd birth anniversary of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, Rashtriya Ekta Diwas pledge was
administered at ZPHS ReddypetTanda involving students from all the classes so that a message of national
unity.
PFI strongly recommends that this be done every year at all
the schools. Here are the glimpses of the Pledge Ceremony
organized at the school premises.

Eco-friendly Ganesh Awareness Program Conducted by ZPHS Jameelapet
Celebrate Eco-friendly Ganesh Chaturthi and save earth
Ganpati BappaMorya!
Inspired by the concepts introduced by PFI via ‘Lead with Values’ book, students of ZPHS Jameelapet made
eco-friendly Ganesh. Enthusiasm among the students was such high that the entire atmosphere transformed
into real old Indian Culture. Children made Ganesh idols from clay with devotion, passion and creativity. They
also get themselves apprised of the ill effects of POP on environment and took pledge not to use POP in
future. It has been proved time and again that the old rituals of Indian culture are environment friendly.
Students were extremely excited to take the Ganesh idols prepared by them to their homes.

The school staff appreciated the workshop suggested by PFI and expressed such workshops should be
organized every year. PFI feels that suck kind of steps to protect environment is good and will also increase
the creativity in the children.

Fourth Pillar Infrastructure
PFI believes in donating infrastructure, and is one of the main pillar of the organization.
There are many reasons for believing donation of the infrastructure is the best way in serving
human kind
•

as this lasts for generations

•

does not go to any individual so it stays selfless and reaches many lives

•

used by any giving equal opportunity for everyone,
o that does not differentiate rich or poor,
o does not differentiate between religions.

•

shall stand as a symbol for development

•

is not perishable

•

donors shall be remembered every time it comes in use

•

motivates the society to be social

Whenever there is a need or the request comes to PFI, we advertise to near and dear one’s in
USA to give them opportunity to serve human kind.
“Without infrastructure we are not just social” -- Suraj Pabbathi
Also PFI does not donate as the request comes, organization shall donate recognizing the services
done by any school or club. Instead of donation it would be better to call it as a reward.
When this comes as a reward, there is no way of abusing, rather the infrastructure shall be best
used in the interest of the need. Every reward shall motivate the society do more and is contagious.
Our promise, as long as any society or school or club does teach and practice the concepts of PFI,
we are going to recognize the efforts by fulfilling a need. This is our commitment, our promise for
life. However, practicing shall be recognized only after providing the evidences. Evidences can be
proved by photographs and videos. Bigger the need bigger will be expectation of PFI for
Infrastructure requests can be
Water Tanks

Water purifiers

Furniture

Library Facilities

Projectors

Computers

Band Sets

Wiring for buildings

Microscopes

Cooking Utensils

Tree guards

Robotics Sets

Boards

Printers

Sound box

Painting the buildings

Mike sets

Books

Bathrooms

Many more …

Infrastructure for digital classrooms
Go digital – possibilities of what you can do are endless!
The face of education is constantly changing and evolving. It
is high time that we accept that the driving factors affecting
the changes in education today is technology. Our students
are a part of a new generation that is constantly connected
and surrounded with technology, and so it only makes sense
to fully incorporate technology into our teaching practices.
It is essential that we need to create a learning environment
that supports 21st century learning. The solution is pretty
obvious: schools need to implement digital classrooms.
Well, Mr Govardhan Reddy, the Head Master of ZPHS
Uppalwai, had a similar intention. The school has actively
participated in various projects and activities proposed by
PFI. Recognizing their efforts, PFI stood by them by means
of providing the necessary funds and made the project a
huge success. The students are now utilizing the modern
technology quite efficiently.
Mr Govardhan Reddy is also the area chairman of
Ramareddy. Not only has the school been following the
pillars of PFI themselves but Mr Reddy has even been
spreading it all through the neighboring schools in the area.

Donation of classroom furniture
Classroom furniture is no less than a teaching tool!
ZPHS Ameenabad is a school located in Kodad area of Telangana. The school has recently built
additional classrooms at their premises to accommodate the increasing number of students. The
funds available were just enough to build the rooms. There was a need for a donor who can take
the responsibility of furnishing the classrooms. PFI has hence volunteered to provide basic
furniture including sturdy tables as the organization believes that a basic class is one which meets
the students’ most basic needs. PFI views a classroom as a place for students to learn, grow and
explore. Try doing that without a table!
The school management is grateful to PFI for helping them to meet the fundamental standards a
classroom deserves.
This request is obliged by Manohar Jakkula and his friends. They came forward in donating through
PFI.

Donation of Sound system
A good mode of communication enhances the learning environment of students!
Whether you need to address an assembly, utilize stage monitors, hold elocution competitions, or be heard on
a sports day, your school must have a decent audio system which should be able to provide you with the
functionality and flexibility to keep up with the demands of a busy school.
As with most schools in the current climate, money is very tight, and every
rupee needs to be watched upon. ZPHS Ganapavaram is a school that was
in a dire need of a good audio system. The school has always taken
appropriate steps to create opportunities for their students not only in
academics but also in arts where children can recognize and showcase
their talents.

PFI understands that quality sound is
vital in the education sector, whether
it’s for something as complex as a
performing arts production or as
simple as a class assembly. It is
important that students who practice
the arts and want to perform must be
heard, right to the back of the room,
for maximum impact and for their
hard work to pay off.

Considering this, PFI has offered a free sound system including a
microphone ensuring that the equipment does not stand as a
hindrance in an overall development of a child.

Donation of computer ZPHSGirls Bibipet
The students of ZPHS (Girls) Bibipet have
worked well in implementing various concepts
introduced by PFI.Recognizing their efforts, PFI
has rewarded a computer to the school on
27th October 2018
We appreciate the couple,
Mrs ParvathiRongali and Mr TrinadhRongali,
for their contribution towards the reward
given to the school. They are the residents of
Hopkinton, Massachussets, USA. Mrs Parvathi
is a Data analyst and Mr Trinadh is a Lead
software engineer who look forward to extend their help impacting lives around. They are
generous to oblige. Parvathi, a
software consultant in USA, is kind
enough to take extra time in accepting
the role Promotions Manager. In her
role, she shall promote PFI for others
to join, support every activity of the
organization in reaching many places
in India. Promotion also help the
organization in rising funds so we can
support and influence many lives in
India.
We are glad that they have come forward with the contribution as they are pleased with the
activities conducted by PFI and the impact it has been creating among the schools in remote areas.
✓ Swatch Bharat
✓ Corruption
✓ Girls Dropout
✓ Save Electricity
✓ Save Water
✓ Dream Roles
The school staff is very impressed by
the aim of PFI and the path that the
organization has chosen to fulfill it.

They said that usually the government schools get enough funds just to run the school and hence it
is difficult for them to introduce extra activities and distribute prizes to the children. The staff and
students could not thank PFI enough as the students are now getting many opportunities to
participate in projects and activities earn prizes for themselves which is quite encouraging.
PFI believes “Infrastructure is tomorrow’s most important technology”. We therefore assure to
give them the best support they need.

The above photographs illustrate the Thank you speeches by students and teachers.

Donation of cooking utensils at ZPHS boys Domakonda
These utensils can be used to prepare lunch for children as part of the project ‘MadhyannaBhojanaPathakam’
Donor: HimaBindu Pabbathi, Software Engineer in
USA
MrsHimaBindu Pabbathi is a software engineer by
profession working five days a week. Needless to say,
being a woman she is a home maker too. In spite of
staying busy throughout the week Mrs Pabbathi takes
her valuable time out during the weekends in
conducting piano classes in USA. She constantly
inspires children by sharing her talent with them. She
has been a great support since the inception of PFI.
Mr santhosh Kumar has spoken a few words
expressing his gratitude. On this occasion, he said
that the concepts introduced through ‘Lead with
values’ are very inspiring for the children. He feels that if these lessons are undertaken regularly it can boost
the leadership values among the children. He further promised to take out time in educating the children
about the importance of leadership values and putting them into practice. As a part of the lead with values
program, school has conducted the following classes.
✓ Art of Public Speaking
✓ Avoid Corruption
✓ Stores of Great
National leaders

Donation of cooking utensils at ZPHS boys Domakonda

Grant for electricity wiring at ZPHS Gidda, Ramareddy
Government schools have limited financial resources with which to pursue their objectives and the design of
school funding policies plays a key role in ensuring that resources are directed to where they can make the
most difference. Even though the government does contribute a significant amount of money, most of the
time the amount is enoughonly to run the school’s day-to-day operations.Building a school is the starting
point, after which the government has to take many more measures to ensure that children in remote areas
also have access to decent educational infrastructure.

PFI analyses and supports the schools who are
actively engaged in undertaking activities or
projects that help build the overall development
of a child.ZPHS Gidda is one such school who
actively undertakes various projects for the
benefit of its students. The school management
had lately managed to add another building to its
premises to make room for increasing student
strength. Valuing their efforts, PFI came forward
to provide sufficient funds to enable electricity to
the newly constructed classrooms.

The school management was quite happy with the services of PFI and have assured to keep up the good work.

Donation of Printer/Copier/Scanner
Telangana State Model School and Sri Krishnaveni Talent School
To teachers and administrators, availability of a printer at the school premises is quite convenient and
beneficial. Most of the Government schools have funds just to meet basic facilities. PFI is ready to look after
those extra necessities that a school needs provided it assures to use the donated product in an efficient way.
Telangana Model School (Pochampally) and Sri Krishnaveni Talent School(Chegunta)are among the schools
that have actively adopted many concepts and projects suggested by PFI. We are quite happy to reward the
schools with a printer/copier/scanner to make their day-to-day activities easier.
One of the school teachers has expressed her gratitude for the support they are getting from PFI. She said
that taking inspiration and guidance from PFI, their students have gained confidence in conducting various
awareness programs. Children have also participated in various elocution competitions.
On this occasion, a student has come up to speak up a few words on behalf of the school. Her speech was
quite effective and inspiring. She congratulated the PFI foundation as she felt that the students were quite
motivated in moving forward to fulfill their dreams. She gives the credit to PFI for having brought up
confidence, values and morals among the children. She was happy that they have also been rewarded for
every activity they have been participating in.
Telangana State Model School:

Sri Krishnaveni Talent School:

Appendix
Activities prior to 2018

Fluoride Removal Project
Karthanaparthy Panchayat, Anantpur
PFI has set up a fluoride removal plant saving 5000 villagers, of Karthanaparthy, suffering from Fluorosis. The
plant which was installed in 2014, was designed for removing fluoride content from water.
Cost of the Project: 2 Lakhs

PFI heard the message “There is poison
in water” that can cause fluorosis, which
is caused by excess ingestion of Fluoride,
results in dental problems, deformities
of limb bones.
PFI tirelessly worked towards set up of
Fluoride removal project and giving the
villagers safe drinking water,
contributing to safer ‘n’ healthy society.
While PFI has contributed the major
share in donating the funds, local people have raised few funds, and local family has donated the land for the
cause.
The maintenance of the project is met by the nominal cost collected from selling purified water, so people also
do not abuse.
The people who helped in achieving this project are
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Sreedhar Gopishetty, Central President, India Operations.
Sandeep Veera Yadiki, Central VP, India Operations.
Sivanna Kuruba, Sarpanch, Karthanaparthy.
Aravind Garrepally, Central VP, India Operations.
Eswar Kapadam, USA
Suraj Pabbathi, USA.

Rain Water Harvesting Project
ZPHS, LB Nagar, Hyderabad
Rain water harvesting is a technique of collection and storage of rain water into tanks before it is lost as
surface runoff. In 2016, PFI has successfully established one such project in Hyderabad inspiring many more to
follow the same. The residents are now benefitting from the outcome of the project.

Water Tank Donation
ZPHS, Kodad
ZPHS Kodad is one of the most crowded schools in that area enlisting nearly 600 students. Water scarcity had
become a challenge for them past few years. PFI noticed this situation of students and has immediately
provided water tanks with the capacity of 2000 liters, along with water purifier. All the teaching staff, town
elders and students praised this donation and saluted Suraj & team recognizing their work for society.

This initiative was taken to assist with mitigating the problem of water shortage. Thankfully, the students are
left with one less thing to worry about!

Free Medical Camp
Kondapur Village, Karimnagar District
&
Sangameswar Village
A team of young doctors who have taken the pledge to serve with humanity
Dr Anudeep from SSIMS & RC Davangere, Karnataka
Dr Satish from MNR Medical College, Sangareddy
Dr Harikrishna from Mamatha medical college, Khammam
Dr Venkateshwarlu from MBBS DCH Nilofer Hospital, Hyderabad

Youth conducted Free Medical camp in Kondapur and Sangameshwar villages. Nearly 500 people got that
service. The village people praised the work of PFI. The village sarpanch extended his special
thanks for selecting their village.
The sarpanch said, "We have always supported their collaboration and request camp to be conducted every
two or three months."
The villagers thanked the doctors and volunteers with whole heart.

Save Environment - Avoid Plastic Rally
Rally by students of Sri Krishnaveni Talent School, Chegunta, Medak District
&
ZPHS, Sangameshwar
Environmental pollution is an incurable disease; it can only be prevented. Say NO to plastic.
On a mission to reduce the use of non-biodegradable plastic to a possible extent, more than 300 students
have taken out a rally. They have spread this message by distributing cloth bags to the local residents
encouraging them to avoid use of plastic as much as possible.

Traffic Awareness Rally
Rally by students of Sri Krishnaveni Talent School, Chegunta, Medak District
As a tribute to the brave policemen who lost their lives in the line of duty, PFI had organized a traffic
awareness rally in which more than 300 students have participated to spread road safety measures. The
students stepped out on roads holding road signs and placards with slogans on road safety to bring awareness
in the local residents.
Hope & believe, this rally by PFI would impact many lives ‘n’ put them in the right path.

Robotics Reaching Villages
ZPHS, Kapugallu
Robotics is the future! PFI introduced Robotics in Hyderabad with robot donated by 9 years old kids (Tanish
Koparde and Abhiram Pabbathi) from USA.
We walk in the path that leads to development. Time has come to bring awareness in Robotics to young
unveiling the creativity.
Donation by these 9-year-old kids have made a huge difference to the under-privileged children. We hope this
comes as an inspiration to many more kids.

Cancer Awareness Program
Sri Krishnaveni Talent School, Chegunta
Prevention is better than cure!
Many of us are unaware that cancers are curable if detected at an early stage. It is imperative that children be
educated regarding cancer in order to prevent it or detect it at a pre-cancerous stage.
This has triggered PFI’s efforts to raise awareness and promote early detection. PFI has organized a cancer
awareness program in a hope to gradually eradicate this dreadful disease by bringing awareness in children at
a very early stage.
The lecture was given by Sri Sudheer, coordinator from Cancer and Welfare Society, Hyderabad.

Celebration of International Day for preservation of Ozone Layer
Elocution Competition held at ZPHS, Anantsagar
Caring for all life under the Sun. Let's heal Ozone together.
Deal today with ozone for a better tomorrow.
International Day for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer was celebrated by the students by expressing their
views on the importance of the ozone layer.

Children have addressed their concern that deterioration of ozone layer may lead to increase the risk of skin
cancer. They have voiced out various ways to preserve the ozone layer to avoid any unwelcoming risks.

Independence Day Celebration
Rally by students of Sri Krishnaveni Talent School, Chegunta
A rally was organized by the team of PFI in which the students were holding an elongated national flag
measuring 500 meters in length. Our flag honors those who have fought to protect it, and is a reminder of the
sacrifice of our nation's founders and heroes.
Sri Krishnaveni Talent School in Chegunta showcases their patriotism and inspires everyone to celebrate
Independence Day.

